Strong emotional ties -People have feelings about an issue and use whatever arguments they can to persuade others that their position is the only correct one. Example: abortion is wrong. 
BOOK SERIES
Publishers sometimes publish several books on similar topics that get grouped together as a series. Below is a partial listing of series titles at Mount Si's library. Each series has several books on a variety of controversial issues. Do a "Series" search on the library OPAC to find specific titles. Fact v Opinion -Sometimes opinions have some basis in fact, but knowledge is different from opinion; anybody can have an opinion, whether or not they know anything about the issue at hand.
Shades-of-gray -Very few issues are black-and-white, goodor-bad, right-or-wrong, your job in seeking to understand an issue is to look for nuance, depth, complexity & multiple viewpoints.
Faking It: Neutrality, Balance, Name-calling & NewspeakAlmost all reports of any controversial issue will be biased, and you need to identify the bias, compare it with the facts, and seek out other perspectives in order to get the big picture and a better grasp on the truth. Balance (taking all views into consideration) is very important, but can also be used to treat accurate information and crackpot theories as equals -this is not balance, but disinformation. Beware of name-callers. As you know from elementary school, people call other people all kinds of names, and most often the epithets are far from true. Finally, be alert to words that are used to hide or obscure what is really being talked about. If you've read George Orwell's 1984, you know all about newspeak.
Scapegoats -Another popular tactic at times of controversy is to place blame on some low-level person, so that the highlevel person who is actually responsible for a problem gets away with it. Be alert to this possibility.
Knowledge v Belief -Just because someone believes something doesn't mean it is real. Your job is to demand the facts, sort the real from the unreal, and seek the truth to the best of your ability.
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